PRODUCT POSITIONING MAP WALT DISNEY
a case study on Walt Disney looking at various aspects of their Brand Management. that Table of Figures Figure 1 Perceptual Mapping of Disneyland. purchasing/supporting a product or brand, Disney emphasized the.

While Disneyland attracts all the age groups, it fails to offer wider range of attractions like Universal Studios.
Furthermore there is a large focus on strategic alliances, and how they should keep the company flexible
instead of tie them up for longer periods of time. Sayre, S. According to Walt Disney Company the Studio
Entertainment segment has a high focus improving their returns at the moment. The Disney Channel begins
operation in the UK. They have a larger focus on analysing their past earnings to see where they did wrong
and where they have the highest earnings. Stage 4 determine the Brand positioning strategy This process is
designing an image to occupy a distinct place in the audience member mind. Retail distribution business are
influenced by seasonal consumer purchasing behavior and by the timing and performance of animated
theatrical release Increase in labor cost which will have a noticed impact in Walt-Disney expenses due to their
large amount of employee. An example could be the end of the 10 year agreement with McDonalds where
they realised that the strategic alliance had kept them from exploiting their major brand franchise Stanley To
step up its game, Disneyland is constantly adding new attractions which are both aggressive and bold. While
the princess Syna has a very melodious voice but not really beautiful compare to her sister. And if there is
happen the mistake or an error this kind of thing must be quantified so company can react to change the
condition rapidly. Under the leadership of its new CEO, Bob Iger, Disney has renewed its emphasis on its core
strategy of creating and distributing attractive content for children and syndicating this content through its
various entertainment channels. See the Appendices The character of princess Lyla is: Beautiful lady,
attractive, play a harp, and childish Appendices While the character of her younger sister Princess Syna is:
good voice, ugly, envy, desperate Appendices The content of story has a life value that will deliver a good
learning for the audiences to avoid envious feeling among the sister and beauty is not everything the most
important thing is a kind of heart. They seek to decrease the volatility around their hit-driven productions.
Each attraction has different operating hours. In the early morning, princess syna went to secret pool and met
with one lady, she was very shocked. Time Inc. Sayre S. Unfortunately, the two princesses has a jealous
feeling toward her sister. What else is unique about these products? The company should to consider with the
certain things such as : The Disney company should to measures the outcomes from the customer point of
view. The promotional activity must be continuously in the certain period of the time and make sure all the
people must be know and aware with the new character of the Disney movies The company must to ensure the
meaningful comparison among the promotional activity and it must be very well communicate to the public.
Their enterprise is more than a collection of great brands that are owned under one roof.

